CREDIT UPDATE – April 2017
CDX CREDIT FUTURES (IG & HY)
NEW CDX DAILY VOLUME RECORDS ICE’s Eris Credit Index futures set two new daily
volume records at the start of 2017. On March 28th, the CDX IG traded 3,993 contracts,
surpassing its previous record of 2,226 contracts traded in one day. The record for total
Credit Index futures traded in one day was also surpassed, setting a new record at 4,492
contracts traded March 28th. Lots of activity happening here - plenty of credit to go around.

Source: ICE Exchange

NOTABLE ACTION MID-APRIL –

RJO sold 1,000 IG futures on April 11th, 2017. All
contracts were executed with ease at the same price within the bid/ask. Open interest in
HY is up four-fold since the end of March 2017: previous 200 contracts is now 1000
contracts. Open interest for the IG currently shows 2,100. The bid/ask in IG averages 4 ticks
or .80bps wide. Bid/Ask in HY averages 8 ticks, or .08, or 80 cents.

CDX FUTURES TRACK THE S&P

Throughout the month of April, the CDX Credit
Futures have closely tracked the S&P 500 Index: CDX IG moves 0.095 of the S&P mini, and
HY is .40 of S&P mini. Longer term averages .10 and .45: right in line with the S&P Index.

REMEMBER BREXIT?

Let’s take a look back to June 24th-25th 2016, following the UK’s
referendum to withdraw from the European Union. Overnight, how did CDX Futures respond?
Wed. June 23rd Thurs. June 24th Fri. June 25th Mon. June 28th
settle
settle
settle
settle
CDX.IG
101.38
101.40
100.89
100.70
CDX.HY
104.64
103.33
101.70
102.36
2016

Change
(pts)
0.68
2.28

Dollar Value per
$100,000 notional
$680
$2300

This information now becomes relevant again today in 2017, as France will soon go to the
polls to elect a new president. One possible outcome could lead to France exiting the EU –
Frexit if you will, perhaps the start of a breakdown for the Eurozone. Hedge your credit
exposure prior to this weekend’s polls with IG & HY Credit Index Futures.
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HOW TO TRADE CDX CREDIT INDEX FUTURES IN 3 EASY STEPS
1. Complete futures docs to open an account with The Fixed Income Group at
RJO. Typically 2-business day turn-around to process docs. No charge to
open an account. No monthly fee. Fees are only assessed on a per-trade
basis.
2. Choose desired electronic trading path(s) for user-direct execution to ICE
Central Limit Order Book (i.e. Bloomberg EMSX, TT, CQG, Cunningham,
WebICE, etc. FIG@RJO supports all of these platforms). Typically 1-day
turn-around for setup. Concurrent setup with account opening.
3. Fund your new account and begin trading.

These three steps are all it takes to begin trading CDX Credit Futures with The
Fixed Income Group at RJO. Go to www.fixedincomegroup.com and click on
“Open An Account” at the bottom of the page. We are available to assist with
any questions and can be reached at: 800-367-3349

THE RJO ADVANTAGE

The Fixed Income Group at RJO is a pure agency business
model—we don’t take the other side of your trades. Customers get the best price available
for a flat transaction fee. We emphasize fiduciary responsibility in best execution practices
and reporting. By combining CLOB and BLOCK liquidity, diverse market-maker channels,
plus our proprietary execution models, we strictly align our interest with our clients.
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www.erisfutures.com/eris-futures-ice

www.theice.com/eris-futures

www.fixedincomegroup.com

DISCLAIMER
This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of,
a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this
communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent
trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication in making trading
decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF
THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION
OR RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND
SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN
THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether
this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies,
is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and
other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or
complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time
and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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